Abstract. Because of the limited power and long propagation distance between spacecraft and Earth station, the high power efficiency is more important for space information system than others terrestrial communication system. Motivated by the potentially large gain achievable with iterative decoding, one novel coded modulation scheme based on LDPC code and FQPSK (Feher's QPSK) is designed and optimized in this paper, which can alleviate the challenge of signal power huge loss of communications path in space information system. The novel scheme improves power efficiency utilizing the property that LDPC code enables communication at very low signal noise rate and constant envelope property of FQPSK enables high power amplifier work at saturation states without nonlinear impact. At receiver, using iterative receive algorithm, large gain can be attained. The paper proposes concatenation scheme and optimizes it by computer assisted simulation. At last, the bit error rate performance of optimal scheme is confirmed.
Introduction
Long distance transmission is one of most rigorous difficulty in space information network compared with terrestrial communications system, which would lead to large transmission delay and huge signal power loss. For issues of the delay, which is an objective existence, it can be resort to networking, routing and protocol designing and so on. However, due to the long distance and unique operation environment, huge free space loss and large transmission delay in them are more significant than others to design a communications system between spacecraft and Earth station. The huge signal power loss could be resolved by increase of the transmission power and gain of antenna, reducing the noise temperature of receiver, adopting high efficient channel code and modulation, and so on. It has been a challenging issue how to meet the requirement for receiving very weak signal which induced by huge power transmission loss in space communications. Generally, modulation and channel coding both are effective methods to resolve the problem of power limited [1] .
Channel coding is one of the efficient methods to increase power efficiency of the system so that almost all of space craft launched since 1960s adopted channel coding without any exception. Low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes has been attracted much attention due to its approaching channel capacity limit performance and feasible complexity during past years [2] . J. Thorpe and etc.'s contributions are most representative one, and Accumulate Repeat-4 Jagged Accumulate (AR4JA) code [3] proposed by them has been selected as recommendation by Consultative Committee for Space Data System (CCSDS) at 2007 year.
The space aircraft generally uses nonlinear high power amplifier (HPA) in order to fully utilize the power resource, and the HPA usually works at the saturation state to get the highest power efficiency. It leads to the fact that the channel of space communication is nonlinear [1] . Therefore, it is urgently required that the constant or quasi constant envelope modulation method would be employed in space communications to reduce the impact due to the nonlinearity of HPA. Feher Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (FQPSK) [4] ~ [5] was invented by K. Feher, which is a quasi-constant envelope modulation with excellent spectral and power performance and can be used for space communication. Constant Envelope Enhanced FQPSK (CEEFQPSK), we proposed in [6] , is an improved modulation based FQPSK with better power and spectral performance.
However, there is a non-neglectable performance deteriorating ascribed to independent design modulation and channel coding in traditional system. Such as in CCSDS protocol stack, modulation belongs to Physical Layer while channel coding belongs to Link Layer, which leads to convenience for designing and standardization, but face a notable performance loss.
Motivated by the potentially large coding gain achievable with iterative receiving using a soft input soft output (SISO) a posteriori probability (APP) algorithm [7] , much attention has been paid for coded modulation concatenation. LDPC code concatenating modulation is studied widely [8] ~ [11] , major in concatenation with high order modulation and optimization for code designing. Demodulation of FQPSK also is a research hot spot during past years. However, little stress has been put on coded FQPSK except paper [12] ~ [14] . Paper [12] gave the performance of concatenation of convolutional code and FQPSK using iterative decoding and demodulation. Unfortunately, there is any specific decoding algorithm in the paper. Paper [13] investigated the performance coded FQPSK in which it is presented as continuous phase modulation (CPM) by Laurent decomposition. Due to the fact that FQPSK can't be decomposed into closed form, the results only are approximative.
In this paper, we consider serially concatenated schemes with outer AR4JA codes and inner FQPSK modulations. The concatenation scheme enables the HPA to work at saturated state without need to back off owning to constant envelope of modulation signal. Large coding gain is obtained from AR4JA. At the same time, additional gain can be achieved by iterative decoding and demodulation for concatenation.
The paper is arranged as follows: the concatenation scheme is given in section II, including the system model and iterative receiving algorithm. The simulation and optimization is illustrated in section III and section IV concludes the paper.
Concatenation Scheme

System model
The transmitter in the concatenation scheme, shown in Fig. 1 , consists of a simple concatenation of an outer AR4JA encoder and an inner FQPSK modulator. The binary bit streams {} i x are encoded by AR4JA encoder firstly. Then, the encoded data sequence {} k c are modulated by FQPSK modulator and transmitted. One interleaver can be employed in system between AR4JA encoder and FQPSK modulator or not according to the requirement of system design and performance. It can be implemented expediently due to the fact that it does not increase the complexity of signal processing procedure. In the system, the FQPSK modulator can be referred to [4] or can be CEEFQPSK proposed in [6] too, which is a strictly constant envelope and with better BER performance than FQPSK. The AR4JA encoder would be code encoder proposed in [3] , which is a quasi-cyclic systemic code and can be realized by simple shift registers with linear complexity. The choice of modulation and AR4JA code both are compatible with CCSDS recommendations, which aim for generalizing in future space communications. Fig.1 Sender of system The receiver adopted in system is partitioned into two blocks, denoted as block A and block B, depicted in Fig. 2 . At the input of the receiver, the sequence of channel observations is denoted as{} k r . Iterative decoding and demodulation are achieved by message passing between Block A and Block B. Block A comprises the following sub-blocks.
Ÿ A FQPSK SISO block matched to the FQPSK and the channel. This block computes the a posteriori reliabilities of the binary symbols {} k c on the basis of the channel observations and the relevant a priori reliabilities (coming from the block labeled "AR4JA VND" and described below) using APP SISO algorithm. Ÿ An AR4JA variable node detector (VND). This block computes the reliability of each binary symbol based on the reliabilities from the FQPSK SISO block and the information received from block and based on the code constraints. Block B includes the AR4JA check node detector (CND). The AR4JA CND computes the reliability of each binary symbol{} k c based on the a priori reliabilities received from the AR4JA VND and based on the AR4JA code constraints. Fig.2 Iterative receiver of system Iterative Receiving Algorithm Using modified SISO APP algorithm for FQPSK presented in paper [14] , the overall iterative receiving algorithm at the receiver can be described as follows.
1) As initialization step, the priori reliabilities of the symbols {} k c at the input of block A (from block B) correspond to complete uncertainty, which equal to 0 in the LL domain. 2) Block A computes output reliabilities and sends them to block B.
3) The AR4JA CND in block B computes the extrinsic information to be passed to block A. 4) The algorithm iterates from the step 2) until a valid AR4JA code is obtained or a maximum number of iteration has been achieved. 5) In the case a valid AR4JA code is not obtained, an additional standard AR4JA decoding algorithm is applied based on the last extrinsic information at the input of AR4JA VND block. This corresponds to iterating information only between AR4JA VND and AR4JA CND. The maximum number of standard LDPC decoding iterations is N. 6) At the end of the process, the complete (not extrinsic) reliabilities are computed by the AR4JA VND and delivered to the decision. In the algorithm above, The AR4JA CND in Block B computes the reliability of each binary symbol based on the a priori reliabilities received from the AR4JA VND and based on the AR4JA code constraints. The reliabilities at the output of block A are computed as follows.
1) The VND processes the messages coming from block B at each variable node by performing a sum of all the incoming messages excluding the one coming from the FQPSK-SISO block. The obtained messages are passed to the FQPSK-SISO block as a priori input.
2) The FQPSK-SISO block computes reliability values according to its internal algorithm based on the observations from the channel and the a priori information. Finally, the VND computes the messages according to the standard LDPC decoding algorithm usingthe messages from the FQPSK-SISO decoder as a priori input.
Performance Simulation and Optimization
The FQPSK can be concatenated with AR4JA code when a SISO APP algorithm is adopted. However, there is no any reference for the performance of this scheme. In order to verify the performance of it, several computer simulations have been carried out. In the simulation, the (2048, 1024) AR4JA code is adopted, the maximum iteration times is 30 and AWGN channel is assumed. At last, an optical concatenated scheme has been proposed.
Optimization for Concatenation Scheme.
According to the prevenient outcome, the trellis structure of FQPSK and interleaver has a significant effect on performance of the scheme. Therefore, it is need to optimize the concatenation scheme to get better performance.
In order to get a coding gain resulting from the interleaving process between the inner and outer codes, all component code should be recursive in parallel concatenation and inner code should be recursive at least in serial concatenation. Due to the fact that FQPSK can only be used as inner code, it must be with recursive structure when it is concatenated to convolutional code [10] . We have done simulation for the concatenation scheme with FQPSK and AR4JA code, both for non-recursive FQPSK and recursive one, with iteration times for decoding is 10. The influence of FQPSK trellis structure on performance of concatenation scheme is shown in Fig.3 , in which (a) is BER performance curves without interleaver and (b) is BER performance curves with interleaver. The x-axis in the figure means signal noise ratio and the y-axis means bit error rate. From the curves shown in the Fig.3 , we can get several conclusions as follows: 1) non-recursive trellis FQPSK outperforms recursive one whether with interleaver or not, which is reverse to that when FQPSK is concatenated with convolutional code, 2) FQPSK with non-recursive trellis outperforms recursive one more than 0.6dB when a interleaver is used, and the improvement is up to 1.6dB while without interleaver, 3) CEFQPSK performs better than FQPSK about 0.2dB no matter under which case.
From the Fig.3 , we can see interleaver has a noticeable impact on performance of iterative receiving. The effect has been illustrated in detail in subsequent parts by simulation. In the simulation, the iteration times set 10, BER performance are compared between adopting an interleaver in system or not. The result is shown in Fig.4 , in which (a) is BER performance curves of FQPSK with recursive trellis and (b) is BER performance curves of it with non-recursive trellis. From the curves shown in the Fig.4 , we can get several conclusions as follows. 1) There is about 1dB improvement for recursive FQPSK (CEEFQPSK) that resulted from interleaver. 2) For non-recursive FQPSK, interleaver will not work better any. From above optimization results, the concatenation scheme that non-recursive CEEFQPSK without interleaver performs better than others. Fig.5 shows the relation between optimized scheme BER performance and iteration times. The x-axis in the figure means iteration times and the y-axis means bit error rate. From the figure, we know that BER performance can be improved drastically when iteration up to 10 times and it will be lower than 5 
10
− when signal noise ratio is 3.4dB for the optimized scheme, while signal noise ratio is 3.0dB the iteration times is 13 for BER down to 
Conclusions
Motivated by the potentially large gain achievable with iterative receiving, one novel coded modulation scheme based on LDPC code and FQPSK (Feher's QPSK) is designed and optimized in this paper, which can alleviate the challenge of signal power huge loss in space communications. Due to the fact that the FQPSK modulation and AR4JA code both are recommendatory by CCSDS, it is one of most promising concatenation scheme in power limited space communications system.
